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Who is the most overrated person in history?
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News spoiler
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r/movies • Posted by u/Iamnishanta 8 hours ago

Avengers: Endgame will be officially re-released next weekend with new footage.
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r/news • Posted by u/Lucaswebb 3 hours ago

Cracker Barrel bans an anti-gay pastor from holding an event in one of its stores
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r/AmItheAsshole • Posted by u/sistershitdb 12 hours ago JOIN2

AITA for telling people my sister had an abortion.

I'm 99% sure I'm a megga asshole but I came here to just be sure.

my sister 23f is a megga pro life advocate, here is the stupid part, I held her hand a year ago when she got her

abortion. she never mentions it and I can guarantee that I'm the only one who knew.

I always feel like she is being super hypocritical because she got an easy access to have an abortion and then wants

to take that away from others.

I was getting sick of seeing her abortion kills babys posts and how she hates pro choice people so I decided to

comment on one of her posts. I commented, you where definitely pro life when I held your had last year at the

abortion clinic.

I've now been blocked and she was banned from most of her pro life fb groups.

AITA?

I'm 99% sure I'm a megga asshole but I came here to just be sure.

my sister 23f is a megga pro life advocate, here is the stupid part, I held her hand a year ago when she got her

abortion. she never mentions it and I can guarantee that I'm the only one who knew.

I always feel like she is being super hypocritical because she got an easy access to have an abortion and then wants

to take that away from others.

I was getting sick of seeing her abortion kills babys posts and how she hates pro choice people so I decided to

comment on one of her posts. I commented, you where definitely pro life when I held your had last year at the

abortion clinic.

I've now been blocked and she was banned from most of her pro life fb groups.

AITA?
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My son and I in the early 90s. We couldn‘t afford a camera, so we periodically went into a photobooth.
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r/politics • Posted by u/66fenderjazz 3 hours ago

Jamal Khashoggi Was My Fiancé. His Killers Are Roaming Free.
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pcgamesn.com/ea-loo...

r/nottheonion • Posted by u/Chris_Highwind 4 hours ago 4

EA: They’re not loot boxes, they’re “surprise mechanics,” and they’re “quite ethical”
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r/aww • Posted by u/Avinse 4 hours ago JOIN

One dog, 4 seasons, credit: Kopernikk
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